
 

Activity 2 – possible answers 

These are just some possible points you could consider although you may well have come to 
different conclusions 

1. Mr and Mrs A live in an up market area where the houses only have names. Their house 
is called ‘The Larches’ and has no number. 

2. Miss B has a brand new all-glass door. Her number is screwed to the garden gate. 

 

3. Mr C lives in a flat over a chemist shop but has his own door at the back of the shop, 
which has no number). 

 

 

4. Mrs D lives with her daughter in a cottage. They have a large plaque that they ordered 
from the garden centre. It has a beehive in the centre, the words ‘Honey Cottage’ written 
across the top and the words ‘TWENTY SEVEN’ written along the bottom. It is screwed 
to the wall next to the door.  

 

5. Miss E is very artistic and has painted her door dark green. Above the knocker she has 
painted a white oval upon which the number of the house is painted in dark green.  

6. The purpose of the Act was first discussed in a Government White Paper and caused a 
long debate at the second reading of the bill in the House of Commons. When 
interpreting the law, can a judge look at these two things?  

 

Section 1 states that all houses must have a number, so literally they are guilty. 

This will depend on the interpretation of the word ‘near’ in section 2. Whether the garden 
gate is the front of the house is open to interpretation. 

It may be that Mr C does not require a number as the door at the front of the house is a 
shop and therefore does not require a number as it is a commercial building. This also 
raises the problem of whether a ‘flat’ is included in The House Number Act (2001). 

The number is near to the front door but the problem is that it is written as words. The 
Act does not state which form the numbers must take. 

Literally, Miss E is guilty but if the purpose of the Act is to improve visibility then she may 
not be guilty. 

The White Paper and Hansard are extrinsic aids and may help find the purpose of the 
Act. Judges are only allowed to consult Hansard as a last resort since Pepper v Hart 
(1993). They should also be careful when reading the Government White Paper as 
many changes could have been made after this stage. 



 

 

 

7. What was the purpose of this Act?  

 

 

8. Which words in the Act might a judge wish to look up in a dictionary?  

 

The long title at the beginning of the Act is an intrinsic aid and mentions the aim of the 
Act – to improve visibility. 

Near, house, residential, number. 

 


